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ABSTRACT
Triangulum (M33) is the most massive satellite galaxy of Andromeda (M31), with a stellar
mass of about 3 × 109 M. Based on abundance matching techniques, M33’s total mass
at infall is estimated to be of order 1011 M. ΛCDM simulations predict that M33-mass
halos host several of their own low mass satellite companions, yet only one candidate M33
satellite has been detected in deep photometric surveys to date. This ‘satellites of satellites’
hierarchy has recently been explored in the context of the dwarf galaxies discovered around
the Milky Way’s Magellanic Clouds in the Dark Energy Survey. Here we discuss the number
of satellite galaxies predicted to reside within the virial radius (∼160 kpc) of M33 based
on ΛCDM simulations. We also calculate the expected number of satellite detections in N
fields of data using various ground–based imagers. Finally, we discuss how these satellite
population predictions change as a function of M33’s past orbital history. If M33 is on its
first infall into M31’s halo, its proposed satellites are expected to remain bound to M33 today.
However, if M33 experienced a recent tidal interaction with M31, the number of surviving
satellites depends strongly on the distance achieved at pericenter due to the effects of tidal
stripping. We conclude that a survey extending to ∼100 kpc around M33 would be sufficient
to constrain its orbital history and a majority of its satellite population. In the era of WFIRST,
surveys of this size will be considered small observing programs.
Key words: galaxies: luminosity function, mass function – galaxies: kinematics and dynam-
ics – Local Group
1 INTRODUCTION
Until the last decade, satellite galaxies had only been discovered
around host galaxies approximately the mass of the Milky Way
(MW) and Andromeda (M31) or greater. More advanced instru-
ments and improved techniques for extracting stellar over-densities
have now extended our view of satellites around host galaxies down
to dwarf galaxy masses. For example, tens of dwarf satellite galax-
ies have recently been discovered around the Magellanic Clouds,
the MW’s most massive satellites (Drlica-Wagner et al. 2015; Ko-
posov et al. 2015; Martin et al. 2015; Bechtol et al. 2015; Kim
et al. 2015; Kim & Jerjen 2015). This provides evidence that dwarf
galaxy halos also harbor satellite galaxies of their own, supporting
predictions from Λ Cold Dark Matter (ΛCDM) numerical simula-
tions (e.g., Moore et al. 1999; Gao et al. 2004; Kravtsov et al. 2004;
Guo et al. 2011; Wang et al. 2012; Sales et al. 2011, 2013).
These discoveries have begun to fill in the faint end of the
? E-mail: ektapatel@email.arizona.edu
galaxy luminosity function, which is key to probing ΛCDM at
small scales. ΛCDM is known for several challenges that arise
upon comparing observations and ΛCDM simulations in the dwarf
galaxy mass regime (i.e. core-cusp problem, missing satellites, too
big to fail; see Bullock & Boylan-Kolchin 2017, and references
therein). Adding to the observed sample of low stellar mass galax-
ies within the Local Group (LG) and even the Local Volume (<
10 Mpc) will therefore improve our understanding of ΛCDM and
help determine whether these challenges are truly setbacks to the
standard cosmological paradigm.
As the third most massive member of the LG, M33’s stellar
mass is roughly the same as the Large Magellanic Cloud (LMC)
(Guo et al. 2010; Corbelli 2003). Its gravitational influence on both
its host galaxy and less massive galaxies in the LG is therefore non-
negligible. The LMC and M33 are estimated to have dark matter
halo masses of order 1011 M at infall based on various abundance
matching (hereafter AM) techniques (e.g., Guo et al. 2011). How-
ever, M33 likely resides in a more massive dark matter halo than
the LMC as evidenced by a peak circular velocity of 130 km s−1
© 2018 The Authors
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at 15 kpc (Corbelli & Salucci 2000) compared to the LMC’s peak
circular velocity of about 92 km s−1 (van der Marel & Kallivayalil
2014). If the LMC hosts several satellite galaxies, M33 is also ex-
pected to host its own satellite galaxies and perhaps even more due
to a larger halo mass. Since M33 does not have a 1:10 stellar mass
ratio binary companion like the Small Magellanic Cloud (SMC) is
to the LMC, it is easier to study the halo of M33 and thereby its
satellite population in detail.
M33 can be considered an isolated analog of the LMC that
resides at a close enough distance where even ultra-faint dwarf
satellites (M∗ < 105 M or MV > −7; see Bullock & Boylan-
Kolchin 2017) can be detected. Observations of faint satellite galax-
ies around an M33 mass galaxy are crucial not only because of their
importance to ΛCDM theory, but also because they may help us un-
derstand whether galaxies of this mass have a stellar halo. Stellar
halos of MW mass galaxies are thought to be formed through the
accretion of many satellite galaxies, but it is not yet clear whether
this is true for less massive galaxies like the LMC and M33. Deep,
wide-field observations at the distance of M33 may therefore pro-
vide insight on what the assembly histories for MDM ∼ 1011 M
galaxies are (i.e. whether they are dominated by accretion events or
in situ star formation).
Several ongoing surveys are searching for ultra-faint dwarf
galaxy companions around the Magellanic Clouds. For example,
the Magellanic Satellites Survey (MagLiteS) is using the Dark En-
ergy Camera data to identify potential galactic companions of the
Magellanic Clouds (Drlica-Wagner et al. 2016; Pieres et al. 2017;
Torrealba et al. 2018). The Survey of the MAgellanic Stellar His-
tory (SMASH; Nidever et al. 2017) aims to find low surface bright-
ness features around the Magellanic Clouds and has already iden-
tified a globular cluster that is likely associated with the LMC.
Beyond the Local Group, the Magellanic Analog Dwarf Compan-
ions And Stellar Halos (MADCASH; Carlin et al. 2016) survey is
observing isolated galaxies with masses similar to the Magellanic
Clouds to map their halos and search for any associated dwarf com-
panions. An extended survey around M33 would provide an addi-
tional counterpart to these growing samples.
In this work, we predict the satellite population of M33 using
the ΛCDM-based methodology of Dooley et al. (2017a,b, hereafter
D17A and D17B) and provide observing strategies for two ground-
based imagers to motivate a second search for the satellites of satel-
lites phenomena in the LG. The main goal for predicting the M33
satellite population is to further constrain its orbital history and to
explore alternative origins for its gaseous and stellar disk warps
(Putman et al. 2009; McConnachie et al. 2009) in the event that
they cannot be explained by its past orbital history, as suggested
in Patel et al. (2017). Since M33’s past orbital history will directly
affect the number of surviving satellites today, an extended survey
around M33 can provide additional insight on M33’s history. Fi-
nally, the orbital history of M33 is important to understanding the
assembly of M31’s halo, which appears to have had a very active re-
cent accretion history (e.g., Fardal et al. 2006; Mackey et al. 2010;
Ferguson & Mackey 2016).
This paper is outlined as follows. In Section 2, we briefly dis-
cuss the mass of M33 and existing, deep observations of the M33
and M31 region. In Section 3, we describe the methods of D17A
and D17B, which make predictions for the satellite populations of
host galaxies ranging in mass from the SMC to the MW. We then
apply these methods to M33 to tabulate the number of satellites
expected to reside within its virial radius. We also determine the
number of those satellites that can potentially be observed for var-
ious survey radii given two different wide field imagers. Section 4
discusses different M33 orbital histories and how each would af-
fect the surviving population of satellite companions. In Section 5,
we discuss the current morphology of M33, its potential origins in
the context of satellite galaxy companions, and how M33 can im-
prove our current understanding of ΛCDM at small scales. Finally,
Section 6 presents our conclusions.
2 OBSERVED DATA
2.1 The Mass of M33
As the third most massive member of the Local Group (LG), M33’s
mass and gravitational influence are important to understanding the
LG’s history. While M33’s baryonic mass is fairly well constrained
via observations, the total mass is less well known since the dark
matter halo cannot be measured directly. Halo mass is the deter-
mining factor for how many satellite companions M33 can harbor,
so we briefly discuss M33 mass estimates from the literature be-
low. See Section 2 of Patel et al. (2017, hereafter P17A) for more
detailed explanations.
HI mass: M33’s extended gas disk was most recently ob-
served by Putman et al. (2009, hereafter P09). It extends to 22 kpc
from the galaxy’s center and its total HI content has a mass of about
1.4 × 109 M, approximately twice that of the LMC’s HI disk.
Most of the gas in the disk is located at radii beyond the extent of
the star-forming disk. While it does not show any signs of signif-
icant truncation due to ram pressure, it does exhibit warps in both
the north and south. These warps and their possible origin will be
discussed further in Section 4.
M33’s rotation curve was measured with 21-cm observations,
illustrating that the circular velocity steadily rises out to 15 kpc
(Corbelli & Salucci 2000) where it is 130 km s−1. This gives a
dynamical mass (V 2 = GM/r) ≈ 5× 1010 M. The continuous
rise in the rotation curve may be linked to M33’s warps at large
radii.
Stellar mass: M33’s stellar content has been estimated by
Corbelli (2003) using rotation curve data and mass-to-light ratio ar-
guments. This leads to a stellar mass range of 2.8−5.6×109 M.
Guo et al. (2010) used M33’s B − V color and stellar population
models to estimate M33’s mass-to-light ratio giving a stellar mass
of 2.84± 0.73× 109 M. Combining these estimates into one re-
sult gives 3.2 ± 0.4 × 109 M (van der Marel et al. 2012a). We
adopt this value for the remainder of this analysis, though our re-
sults are most sensitive to M33’s adopted halo mass.
Halo mass: M33’s baryonic mass content sums to approxi-
mately 6.4 × 109 M (Corbelli 2003). Dividing this by the dy-
namical mass gives a baryon fraction of 12.8%. It has been shown
that only a fraction of cosmic baryons condense to form stars in spi-
ral galaxies, resulting in low baryon fractions between 3-5% (e.g.,
Trujillo-Gomez et al. 2015; Rodríguez-Puebla et al. 2012; Trujillo-
Gomez et al. 2011; Leauthaud et al. 2011; Behroozi et al. 2010;
Guo et al. 2010; Jiang & Kochanek 2007; Mandelbaum et al. 2006;
Fukugita et al. 1998). Applying this baryon fraction to M33 sug-
gests its mass at infall could have been 1.3 − 2.1 × 1011 M. At
this halo mass scale, M33 is approximately 10% of M31’s mass.
More importantly, ΛCDM predicts that all 1011 M halos host a
few satellites with M∗ > 103 M across independent AM tech-
niques (see D17A). Details of M33’s predicted satellite population
will be discussed in Section 3.
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Figure 1. The PAndAS footprint (black) compared to the virial radius of
M33 (dotted blue circle), a 100 kpc region around M33 (dashed green
circle), and a 50 kpc region around M33 (orange). All circles assume as
distance of 794 kpc to M33. The closed black circle indicates three scale
lengths of M33’s stellar disk using a scale length of approximately 0.15◦.
The fraction of the virial volume associated with each circle that is encom-
passed by the PAndAS footprint is listed on the bottom right. The lower
limit comes from a distance of 794 kpc to M33 and the upper limit assumes
a distance of 968 kpc to M33. The position of And XXII, the only potential
M33 satellite known to date is indicated with a purple star.
2.2 Optical Observations of the M33-M31 Region
Numerous multi-wavelength observations have been taken of the
M33-M31 region. Below we summarize one particular imaging sur-
vey of resolved stars in the M31 system that has led to many discov-
eries of new dwarf galaxies, globular clusters, and stellar streams
in M31’s extended halo.
The Pan-Andromeda Archaeological Survey (PAndAS) used
the 1 square degree field of view of MegaPrime/MegaCam on
the 3.6m Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope (CFHT, McConnachie
et al. 2009, hereafter M09). The survey footprint is illustrated in
black in Fig. 1. The survey covers more than 300 square degrees
(equivalent to 70,000 kpc2) spanning the region extending to 150
projected kpc (10.5◦) from the center of M31 and 50 projected kpc
(3.5◦) from the center of M33. Stars in M31 are resolved down to
g = 26.5 and i = 25.5.
These data have led to the discovery of new M31 stellar struc-
tures in the northwest and southwest, which both extend to 100
kpc, and the extension of a previously known stream in the east.
Sixteen additional dwarf galaxies (see Martin et al. 2016, and ref-
erences therein, hereafter M16) and 59 globular clusters (Huxor
et al. 2014) were also identified in the PAndAS data. PAndAS and
preceding surveys have greatly increased our view of substructures
in M31’s inner and outer halo. While the faintest and most diffuse
structures within this survey may fall below the completeness lim-
its, PAndAS has revolutionized our view of the M31 system thus
far.
Of the dwarf galaxies discovered in the PAndAS survey, only
one is considered a candidate satellite of M33 rather than M31.
And XXII lies to the southwest of M33 on the sky and its relative
systemic velocity, angular separation from M33, and distance all
indicate that it may be a satellite of M33 instead of M31 (Tollerud
et al. 2012; Chapman et al. 2013; Martin et al. 2009). The position
of And XXII is denoted by a purple star in Fig. 1.
Chapman et al. (2013) present the results of an N-body sim-
ulation of M33 and M31 from which they conclude that during a
close pericentric passage, only M33 halo particles at large distances
from M33 would be stripped. Assuming that bound satellites follow
the dark matter distribution of their host, And XXII would remain
bound to M33 during such an encounter based on these simulations.
These results strongly depend on the adopted M33 orbital history
and other potential orbits may not yield the same conclusion for
And XXII.
The absolute magnitude of And XXII is MV = −6.51 and
M33’s MV = −18.8 (McConnachie 2012). Using these values, a
rough approximation for the stellar mass content of And XXII can
be derived. If we adopt an M33 stellar mass of 3.2× 109 M and
assume that the stellar mass-to-light ratio is unity for ultra-faint
dwarfs as in McConnachie (2012)2, then And XXII has a stellar
massM∗ ≈ 3.8×104 M. This means the PAndAS survey is sen-
sitive to galaxies near the upper end of the ultra-faint dwarf regime
(see Bullock & Boylan-Kolchin 2017). This stellar mass matches
to a virial mass of & 5 × 108 M according to the Moster et al.
(2013) AM technique.
Satellites of M31 have been discovered in the Sloan Digital
Sky Survey (SDSS) (Zucker et al. 2004, 2007), which reaches a
limiting magnitude of MV = −8 at best for a distance of 800-
1000 kpc (Tollerud et al. 2008). The SDSS photometry is roughly
sensitive to galaxies with stellar massM∗ & 1.5×105 M assum-
ing a mass-to-light ratio of unity. The stellar mass limits quoted in
this work should be considered lower limits as a function of sur-
vey depth because the stellar mass-to-light ratios of the ultra-faint
dwarfs are more consistent with ratios between one and two (Kirby
et al. 2013; McGaugh & Milgrom 2013; McGaugh & Wolf 2010;
Tollerud et al. 2011a; Woo et al. 2008). For example, Kirby et al.
(2013) assumesM∗/LV = 1.6M/L based on the average val-
ues for dwarf spheroidals in Woo et al. (2008).
3 METHODS AND RESULTS
In this section, we summarize the methods of D17A and D17B to
derive the predicted satellite population of an M33-mass galaxy.
Given that M33’s virial radius is significantly larger than the area
surveyed by PAndAS, we motivate the need to complete the search
for satellites around M33 using available and upcoming wide field
imagers. The average number of observed satellites that M33 is
expected to host is reported for two different instruments and for a
range of M33 distances following the analysis of D17A and D17B.
1 M16 report MV = −6.7 for And XXII, resulting in M∗ ≈ 4.6 ×
104 M. Our conclusions are unaffected by this incremental difference in
And XXII’s approximate stellar mass.
2 A ratio of unity allows one to easily scale to any preferred stellar mass-
to-light ratio.
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3.1 D17 Predictions for Luminous Satellites
In D17A , the Caterpillar simulation suite (Griffen et al. 2016) is
used to predict the number of satellites expected to exist around
MW mass halos and lower mass field halos in a ΛCDM paradigm.
Since Caterpillar is a suite of dark matter only simulations, several
additional steps are taken to include the effects of reionization and
to assign stellar masses to dark matter subhalos. Here we briefly
summarize the the Caterpillar simulation suite and the methods of
D17A.
Caterpillar is a suite of 33 high particle resolution (mp =
3×104 M) and high temporal resolution (5 Myr/snapshot) zoom-
in simulations of MW mass galaxies. The suite was run with
P-GADGET3 and GADGET4, which are tree-based N-body codes
derived from GADGET2 (Springel 2005). Caterpillar adopts the
Planck cosmology: Ωm = 0.32, ΩΛ = 0.68, Ωb = 0.05,
ns = 0.96, σ8 = 0.83, and Hubble constant H0 = 67.11 km s−1
Mpc−1 (Planck Collaboration et al. 2014). Dark matter halos are
identified using the ROCKSTAR (Behroozi et al. 2013a) algorithm
and merger trees are created with CONSISTENT-TREES (Behroozi
et al. 2013b). ROCKSTAR assigns virial masses to halos based on
the Bryan & Norman (1998) definition.
Using the 33 simulated Caterpillar halos, subhalo mass func-
tions (SHMFs) are computed for several AM methods explored in
D17A. The SHMFs follow the general form
dN
dMsub
= K0
(
Msub
M
)−α
Mhost
M
, (1)
where K0 and α depend on halo mass. For the Garrison-
Kimmel et al. (2017a, hereafter GK17) AM model, α = 1.82 and
K0 = 0.000892 for field halos and α = 1.87 and K0 = 0.000188
for MW analogs. This SHMF accounts for all self-bound subha-
los within Rvir at z=0, however subhalos of subhalos are excluded.
Ideally, these sub-subhalos will be included in this type of analysis
in the future. We will use the D17A and D17B results for the GK17
AM method in the remainder of this analysis.
Given the SHMF, the mean number of dark matter subhalos
predicted to exist within the virial radius of a host galaxy with mass
Mhost is calculated by integrating Eq. 1 from Mmin to Mhost. This
yields:
N¯ =
K0Mhost
α− 1
(
M1−αmin −M1−αhost
)
. (2)
D17A chooses Mmin = 107.4 M as a threshold below which
no star formation occurs due to reionization. Using Eq. 2, they then
generate random realizations of N¯ according to a Poisson distri-
bution and randomly assign halo masses based on the SHMF (Eq.
1). Once the halo masses are assigned, the reionization model is
implemented.
Reionization is accounted for by randomly assigning whether
simulated halos should host stars or remain dark according to Bar-
ber et al. (2014). This relation depends on the host halo’s mass. The
fraction of halos that are luminous at z=0 is shown in D17A, Figure
3. Approximately 50% of halos with Mvir,peak > 109 M are lu-
minous. This function is based on a semi-analytic model in which
reionization occurs from z = 15 to z = 11.5 (Starkenburg et al.
2013). Since D17A considers several different AM methods, halos
are determined to be dark or luminous halos with respect to the ap-
propriate mass definition. In the GK17 AM method, stellar masses
are assigned using the peak virial mass of halos. All mentions of
virial quantities here also refer to the Bryan & Norman (1998) def-
inition. In D17A, reionization is implemented as an instantaneous
process at z=13.3.
Finally, halos are assigned stellar masses using the M∗ −
Mhalo relation for the AM model of choice. For the GK17 AM
model, the scatter in assigning stellar masses is explicitly taken
into account. All simulated halos with galaxy stellar masses above
103 M are included.
The mean predicted number of luminous satellites (N¯lum)
around the LMC and the SMC are provided in Figure 1 of D17B as
a function of satellite stellar mass. A stellar mass of 2.6× 109 M
is adopted for the LMC, which translates toMvir = 2.3×1011 M
using the GK17 AM method. This virial mass corresponds to a
virial radius ofRvir = 156 kpc. The stellar mass of M33 is approx-
imately 3.2×109 M, giving a virial massMvir = 2.5×1011 M
and Rvir = 161 kpc. Throughout this analysis, we adopt this virial
mass and radius for M33, however, other AM methods (Moster
et al. 2013; Behroozi et al. 2013c; Brook et al. 2014; Garrison-
Kimmel et al. 2014) yield slightly different masses, virial radii,
and therefore different satellite populations as discussed in D17A.
Since Mvir,M33/Mvir,LMC ≈ 1.09 and dNdMsub ∝ Mhost, one can
take the results for the LMC in D17B and scale them up by∼9% to
acquire the predicted number of luminous satellites for M33. These
results are represented by the solid gray line and shaded region in
Fig. 2.
We will refer to the combined methodology of D17A and
D17B as D17 predictions throughout the remainder of this work.
This refers to the aggregate of ΛCDM predictions (from the Cater-
pillar suite of simulations), the GK17 AM method, and the reion-
ization model described above.
3.2 Correcting for Geometric Effects
Thus far, we have described how D17A and D17B used ΛCDM
simulations to compute the mean number of luminous satellites in
the virial volume of isolated galaxies with masses similar to M33
and the LMC. However, these numbers do not directly translate
into expectations for observations which depend on the field of
view, distance to the target galaxy, and the virial radius of the tar-
get galaxy. These predictions must therefore be corrected (using a
multiplicative scaling factor) for the number of satellites expected
within the line of sight for a given survey radius. This scaling factor
from D17A will be referred to as Klos(R).
Klos(R) is the fraction of satellites expected to exist within
a cylinder along the line of sight centered on the host galaxy that
includes the radial dependence of the satellite galaxy distribution.
Therefore multiplying Klos(R) by the number of satellite galaxies
predicted to reside within Rvir of a galaxy by the D17 predictions
(i.e. the gray line in Fig. 2) yields the number of observed satellites
expected in a given field of view (i.e. the colored lines in Fig. 2).
Klos(R) is derived as follows. Eq. 3 provides a fit to the radial
distribution of satellites galaxies where satellite galaxies are the
subhalos from the Caterpillar simulations that are determined to
be luminous via the steps outlined in Section 3.1.
K(R) =
{
k1R+ k2R
2 + k3R
3, R < 0.2
k4 arctan
(
R
k5
− k6
)
, 0.2 ≤ R ≤ 1.5 (3)
where k1 = −0.2615, k2 = 6.888, k3 = −7.035, k4 =
0.9667, k5 = 0.5298, and k6 = 0.2055.
Physically, the volume we are interested in considering is a
cylinder of radius R and half-depth Z inscribed within a sphere
MNRAS 000, 1–15 (2018)
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of radius Rvir given the D17 formalism. R ≡ r/Rvir such that
R = 1 corresponds to the virial radius of a galaxy’s halo, which is
approximated as a sphere. In practice, r would be the field of view
radius of a survey, RFoV. The function 14piR2
dK
dR
then describes the
density of satellite galaxies as a function of R (or r in spherical co-
ordinates). Integrating this density function in spherical coordinates
over a cylinder gives the scaling factor,Klos(R). The density func-
tion should be integrated using bounds corresponding to a cylinder
with a radius of R and a half-depth of Z ≡ z/Rvir. Klos(R) is
plotted for values of Z = 1 and Z = 1.5 in Figure 11 of D17A.
For our calculations, we follow the conventions of D17A and
adopt Z = 1.5, which corresponds to approximately the splash-
back radius of the target host galaxy, or the distance at which bound
satellites will reach their first apocenter (More et al. 2015). Beyond
this radius, the density of satellites is expected to rapidly decrease
to zero.
3.3 The Predicted Satellite Population of M33
Fig. 1 shows the PAndAS survey footprint in black along with three
circles indicating survey regions of different radii centered on M33.
The orange circle represents an area with a radius of 50 kpc, ap-
proximately the same as the PAndAS coverage around M33 if the
bridge between M33 and M31 is excluded. The dashed green cir-
cle indicates the area spanned by a radius of 100 kpc. The PAndAS
survey already observed ∼50% of this region. The dotted blue cir-
cle represents the area contained within the adopted virial radius of
M33, or 161 kpc. Only∼40% of this region is contained within the
PAndAS survey. A comparison of the orange and blue areas reveals
the drastic difference in area coverage of available data relative to
the true extents of M33’s full halo, thereby motivating the need to
search for satellites in the outskirts of M33.
The PAndAS survey used MegaCam/MegaPrime (MC) on the
CFHT, which has a 1◦ × 1◦ square field of view. For our calcu-
lations, we have approximated it as a circular field of view with
a 1.13◦ diameter or a circular field with the same area. Hyper
Suprime-Cam (HSC) on the 8.2m Subaru telescope has a field of
view with a 1.5◦ diameter. Other imagers, such as the Dark Energy
Camera on the Blanco telescope and LSST would be ideal for sur-
veys around M33; however, they are located in the South and will
not observe the M31 region.
In Tables 1 and 2, we tabulate how many luminous satellites
are expected to exist around M33 for various satellite mass (or
limiting magnitude) thresholds. Each table corresponds to a differ-
ent instrument (HSC or MC). The first row in both tables lists the
mean number of luminous satellites, N¯lum, M33 is expected to host
within its virial radius from the D17 predictions. We list the cor-
rected number of satellites, N¯obs in the following rows as a func-
tion of the number of observed fields, Nfields. The values in these
rows are calculated by multiplying the predicted number of lumi-
nous satellites N¯lum by the scaling factor Klos(R), which is cal-
culated using R = (Nfields × R2FoV/R2vir)1/2 and Z=1.5. RFoV is
the physical radius (in kpc) that corresponds to the radius observed
by Nfields at the distance of M33 for each imager and Rvir = 161
kpc. Several rows are included from Nfields = 1 to the maximum
number of fields needed to detect all potential satellites using HSC
or MC.
Distance measurements to M33 in the literature range from
794 kpc (McConnachie et al. 2004) to 968 kpc (U et al. 2009); thus
we repeat all calculations for M33 distances of 794 kpc, 880 kpc,
and 968 kpc. For M33 distances > 794 kpc, fewer fields are required
for both HSC and MC. Note that all results assume a ΛCDM cos-
mology and that the observational efficiency rate for any number
of fields is 100% (i.e. if 10 HSC fields are taken, then two satel-
lites with M∗ > 103 M are guaranteed at a distance of 794 kpc).
The number of fields, Nfields, listed are approximate and do not ac-
count for the fact that off-axis fields probe a smaller volume than
on-axis fields. They also do not account for the overlapping regions
between fields.
Since Klos(R) is approximately zero at R ≡ Rfov/Rvir .
0.05, Table 2 excludes Nfields = 1. The smaller field of view
of MC requires significantly more fields to probe the area around
M33, thus, it is not surprising that the PAndAS survey did not ex-
tend to larger radii. The satellite stellar mass thresholds range from
103−106 M, or from the ultra-faint dwarf regime to the classical
dwarf satellite regime. According to D17A, the probability that an
M33-stellar mass galaxy hosts a satellite with M∗ > 103, 104, and
105 M is unanimously > 95% for the GK17 AM method.
Fig. 2 summarizes the results in Tables 1 and 2, illustrating
the number of expected satellites not only as a function of satel-
lite stellar mass, but also by visual magnitude assuming a mass-to-
light ratio of unity. Given the D17 predictions (gray line and shaded
region), M33 could host up to 15 satellites with stellar masses
> 103 M within the expected errors. All solid colored lines cor-
respond to HSC and all dot dashed colored lines correspond to MC.
The number of satellites expected to reside roughly within the
50 kpc area observed around M33 by PAndAS is provided by the
rows indicating Nfields = 23 in Table 1 and Nfields = 41 in Table
2. These limits are also indicated by the intersection of the orange
curves and dotted vertical orange line in Fig. 2. At the stellar mass
of And XXII, M33 is expected to host about three satellites within
this area on average. Therefore the discovery of only one potential
satellite companion of M33 by PAndAS is lower than the number of
luminous satellites calculated to exist within 50 kpc of M33 using
the adopted methodology.
PAndAS surveyed about one-third of M33’s virial radius (see
Fig. 1). Naively, one would expect that roughly (50 kpc)2/(161
kpc)2 (or 9.6%) of the satellites predicted in M33’s full virial vol-
ume to be detected within this area on the sky. However, the num-
ber of satellites expected using Klos(50/161) is ∼53% of the total
expected satellites. Similarly, for a survey radius of 100 kpc, one
would naively expect (100 kpc)2/(161 kpc)2 (or 38.6%) of the total
satellites to be detected, but ∼92% of the total expected satellites
are predicted to be observed in that survey area.
The discrepancy between naive expectations and our results is
a combination of effects associated with the geometry of proposed
observations and the radial distribution of subhalos. Geometrically,
a 50 kpc survey radius corresponds to a 50 kpc cylinder cut out of
a sphere with a radius of Rvir = 161 kpc (also known as a spher-
ical ring), which is about 14% of the sphere’s volume compared
to the 9.6% expectation when two cylinders of different radii are
considered. Furthermore, the radial distribution of subhalos is not
uniform. Generally subhalos follow the radial dark matter density
profile of their primary host halo in ΛCDM. The radial distribu-
tion of satellites labeled as luminous owing to reionization tend to
be even more centrally concentrated. In other words, the density of
satellites per unit volume is highest near the center of a host halo,
resulting in more predicted satellites within smaller survey radii
than expected for a uniform distribution.
3.4 An Extended Survey of M33’s Virial Volume
The PAndAS survey footprint is approximately 35% of M33’s virial
volume (if DM33 = 794 kpc) when the full footprint is accounted
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Table 1. Expectations for the number of satellites that could be observed with Hyper Suprime-Cam (HSC) in the area corresponding to Nfields, or the total
number of fields observed. The first row shows the D17 predictions for the number of satellites within Rvir. Column 3 lists RFoV or the radius of the projected
area observed by Nfields at the distance of M33. Columns 4-7 show the expected number of observed satellites at different limiting stellar masses using the
scaling factor Klos(R). HSC’s field of view has a diameter of 1.5◦. The corresponding physical radius for a single field is approximately 10.4, 11.5, and 12.7
kpc at M33 distances of 794, 880, 968 kpc respectively. All calculations assume a 100% observational efficiency rate.
N¯lum (M∗ > 103M) N¯lum (M∗ > 104M) N¯lum (M∗ > 105M) N¯lum (M∗ > 106M)
D17 predictions 11.42+3.86−3.82 8.07
+3.16
−3.18 4.04
+2.13
−2.20 1.45
+1.27
−1.28
(Rsurvey = Rvir)
DM33 = 794 kpc Nfields RFoV (kpc) N¯obs (M∗ > 103M) N¯obs (M∗ > 104M) N¯obs (M∗ > 105M) N¯obs (M∗ > 106M)
1 10.4 0.53 0.37 0.19 0.07
10 32.9 3.59 2.53 1.27 0.46
23 49.8 5.86 4.14 2.07 0.74
50 73.5 8.25 5.83 2.92 1.05
100 103.9 10.32 7.29 3.65 1.31
154 129.0 11.42 8.07 4.04 1.45
DM33 = 880 kpc Nfields RFoV (kpc) N¯obs (M∗ > 103M) N¯obs (M∗ > 104M) N¯obs (M∗ > 105M) N¯obs (M∗ > 106M)
1 11.5 0.64 0.45 0.23 0.08
10 36.4 4.11 2.90 1.45 0.52
23 55.2 6.48 4.58 2.29 0.82
50 81.4 8.88 6.28 3.14 1.13
100 115.2 10.88 7.69 3.85 1.38
125 128.8 11.42 8.07 4.04 1.45
DM33 = 968 kpc Nfields RFoV (kpc) N¯obs (M∗ > 103M) N¯obs (M∗ > 104M) N¯obs (M∗ > 105M) N¯obs (M∗ > 106M)
1 12.7 0.77 0.54 0.27 0.10
10 40.1 4.61 3.26 1.63 0.59
23 60.8 7.07 4.99 2.50 0.90
50 89.6 9.46 6.68 3.35 1.20
103 128.6 11.42 8.07 4.04 1.45
for, so while we calculate that 154 fields and 254 fields with HSC
and MC, respectively, are required to survey the full projected area
of M33’s virial volume, only 100 fields with HSC and 165 fields
with MC would be necessary to fill in this region. We acknowledge
that this number of fields is not trivial to acquire, observe, and pro-
cess. If one were to survey a radius of only 100 kpc around M33
rather than extending to its virial radius, approximately 50 (HSC)
and 100 (MC) new fields of data would be necessary since the PAn-
dAS area is about 50% of this region. About 90% of the total M33
satellite population is expected to reside within 100 kpc.
Fig. 3 shows the number of resolved stars in a single M33
satellite at various depths in the g-band. These calculations are for
an [Fe/H] = -2.0 stellar population with an age of 12 Gyr and a
power law initial mass function with a slope of -2.0. Predictions
for satellites of various stellar masses (and MV ) at the distance of
M33 are shown in the black lines and gray shaded regions, where
the shaded regions span the various M33 distances discussed in
this work. The blue lines and hashed area show how many stars are
expected at various g-band magnitude limits for an MV = −6.7
satellite corrected for the PAndAS completeness limits (see M16).
The black diamond indicates the resolved red giant branch
stars in And XXII from M16. Our predictions for And XXII are
in agreement with this simple luminosity function analysis. The
vertical dashed gray lines represent the PAndAS 50% complete-
ness limit, PAndAS limiting g-band magnitude and the HSC Subaru
Strategic Program (SSP)3 limiting g-band magnitude, respectively.
When we change the default age of 12 Gyr and [Fe/H]=-2.0 to lu-
minosity functions with the same age and [Fe/H]=-1.0, or with the
same metallicity and an age of 5 Gyr, the predicted number of stars
changes by 20 per cent at most.
With HSC on the 8.2m Subaru Telescope, reaching the PAn-
dAS magnitude limit of g ∼ 26 requires only ∼ 4-minute ex-
posures, and i ∼ 25.5 can be achieved in ∼ 12.5-min exposure
time. Based on these exposure times, we estimate that a survey
with Subaru/HSC covering 100 fields to PAndAS depth would re-
3 See http://hsc.mtk.nao.ac.jp/ssp/survey/.
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Table 2. Similar to Table 1 for the MegaCam/MegaPrime (MC) imager. MC has a square field of view with a 1◦ diameter. We have approximated it as a
circular field of view with the same area (or a 1.13◦ diameter). RFoV for a single field corresponds to 7.8, 8.7, and 9.5 kpc at M33 distances of 794, 880, 968
kpc respectively.
N¯lum (M∗ > 103M) N¯lum (M∗ > 104M) N¯lum (M∗ > 105M) N¯lum (M∗ > 106M)
D17 predictions 11.42+3.86−3.82 8.07
+3.16
−3.18 4.04
+2.13
−2.20 1.45
+1.27
−1.28
(Rsurvey = Rvir)
DM33 = 794 kpc Nfields RFoV (kpc) N¯obs (M∗ > 103M) N¯obs (M∗ > 104M) N¯obs (M∗ > 105M) N¯obs (M∗ > 106M)
10 24.8 2.38 1.68 0.84 0.30
41 50.1 5.90 4.17 2.09 0.75
100 78.3 8.64 6.11 3.06 1.10
200 110.7 10.67 7.54 3.77 1.35
254 128.9 11.42 8.07 4.04 1.45
DM33 = 880 kpc Nfields RFoV (kpc) N¯obs (M∗ > 103M) N¯obs (M∗ > 104M) N¯obs (M∗ > 105M) N¯obs (M∗ > 106M)
10 27.4 2.77 1.96 0.98 0.35
41 55.6 6.52 4.61 2.31 0.83
100 86.8 9.27 6.55 3.28 1.18
200 122.7 11.20 7.92 3.96 1.42
207 128.7 11.42 8.07 4.04 1.45
DM33 = 968 kpc Nfields RFoV (kpc) N¯obs (M∗ > 103M) N¯obs (M∗ > 104M) N¯obs (M∗ > 105M) N¯obs (M∗ > 106M)
10 30.2 3.18 2.25 1.13 0.40
41 61.1 7.10 5.02 2.51 0.90
100 95.4 9.83 6.95 3.48 1.25
171 128.8 11.42 8.07 4.04 1.45
quire only ∼ 4 nights of observing time. As illustrated in Figure 3,
observations extending to the depth of the HSC-SSP Deep fields
(g ∼ 27.5) could enable detection of∼ 20 stars in satellites as faint
as M∗ = 103 M. HSC-SSP has required exposures of 1.4/2.1
hours per field in g/i to reach these depths. This is technically fea-
sible, and could increase the expected number of M33 satellites by
a factor of ∼ 3 compared to the PAndAS depth. However, more
reasonable exposure times of ∼ 25 and 55 minutes would reach
depths of g ∼ 27 and i ∼ 26.3, enabling detection of most satel-
lites to a few times 103 M. Such a survey would likely require
∼ 12 − 14 nights to cover 100 HSC fields. The fainter satellites
would make the model comparisons more statistically robust, and
in addition these faintest galaxies could be the relics of the reion-
ization era and the first populations of stars.
The imagers discussed thus far are both on ground-based
telescopes, but upcoming space observatories will be far better
equipped to tackle the region surrounding M33. WFIRST is ex-
pected to have a wide field imager with a field of view nearly 100
times that of the Hubble Space Telescope’s IR channel. With a 0.28
square degree field of view, a region of 125 square deg (or a 160
projected kpc radius around M33) would require 448 fields. The
2.4m aperture of WFIRST will be able to reach the same depths as
HST in similar exposure times. For example, to reach MV = −7
(or∼17.5 in the V-band), short exposures of only 36 seconds could
reach 6 magnitudes deeper than this in a total of ∼4 hours. Of
course, this does not account for the additional overheard and slew
time. Regardless, this would still be a small observing program for
an observatory with the capabilities of WFIRST. A survey around
M33 may also be suitable for proposed missions such as the Hab-
itable Exoplanet Imaging Mission (HabEx), which will be able to
observe resolved stellar populations in nearby galaxies.
The predictions listed in Tables 1 and 2 only consider the satel-
lites that are bound to M33. The total number of galaxies observed
around M33 would actually be a combination of M33 satellites and
M31 satellites that happen to be near M33 since M33’s halo is en-
compassed by M31’s halo. These background M31 satellites are
not included in our predictions but may be observed in extended
surveys around M33. Adopting a mass of 1.5 − 2 × 1012 M for
M31, at a distance of about 200 kpc away, approximately a dozen
M31 satellites with stellar mass ≥ 103 M may coincide with the
virial area of M33. If new satellites are detected around M33, addi-
tional kinematic information will be necessary to determine which
host galaxy the satellites are bound to, similar to the case of And
XXII.
Our results also assume that M33 has evolved in isolation and
that its potential satellites have not endured strong tides from the
larger environment surrounding M33. However, the past orbital his-
tory of M33 is not well-constrained, so these results are subject to
change if M33 had any recent interactions with other galaxies, such
as its host, M31. In the next section, we discuss plausible M33 or-
bital histories from the literature and the implications of such his-
tories for its predicted satellite population.
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Figure 2. The total number of predicted M33 satellites as a function of limiting visual magnitude and limiting stellar mass. A mass-to-light ratio of unity is
used to convert from MV to M∗. The gray solid line and shaded region represent the D17 predictions. All colored lines refer to the D17 predictions corrected
using the Klos scaling factor. Each line corresponds to N fields observed with HSC (solid lines) or MC (dot dashed lines). The PAndAS area is represented
by 23 fields using HSC (solid orange line) and 41 fields using MC (dot dashed orange line). These two lines are coincident since they correspond to the same
area. These results are exclusively for an M33 distance of 794 kpc. The dotted vertical orange line indicates the faintest object detected in the PAndAS survey.
4 THE ORBITAL HISTORY OF M33
While the results in Section 3.3 are applicable to M33 at the time
it first fell into M31’s halo, the number of surviving M33 satellites
is highly sensitive to M33’s recent orbital history. In P17A, cos-
mological analogs of M33-mass subhalos around M31-mass hosts
strongly favored more recent infall times with about 70% of all
M33 analogs exhibiting infall times in the last 4 Gyr. Infall time
was defined as the first time a subhalo crossed into the virial ra-
dius of its host while moving inwards. The trajectory after infall,
however, can vary significantly. Constraining the orbital history of
M33 is therefore key to understanding and predicting its surviving
satellite population.
Computing the orbital history of halo substructures requires
knowledge of several basic parameters. To start, the distance to both
the host and satellite are crucial initial conditions (for analytic in-
tegrations) or as consistency checks (for the output of an N-body
simulation). M31’s distance is constrained to 785 ± 25 kpc (Mc-
Connachie et al. 2005) and estimates preceding this do not stray
far from this range. M33’s distance, however, spans a wider range
of values from about 794 to 968 kpc (McConnachie et al. 2004; U
et al. 2009) and can alter solutions for the past trajectory of M33.
In addition to distance, the 3D velocity of both the host and
satellite are necessary. The proper motion of M33 was measured by
tracking the motion of water masers using the Very Long Baseline
Array (VLBA) (Brunthaler et al. 2005). M31’s transverse motion
has only been measured recently with the Hubble Space Telescope
(HST) and Gaia (Sohn et al. 2012; van der Marel et al. 2012a,
2018). Prior to that, calculations of M33’s orbit around M31 ex-
plored a wide range of plausible M31 tangential velocities. In Sec-
tion 4.1, we discuss two studies that calculate M33’s orbit without
a measured value for M31’s tangential velocity. In Section 4.2, we
discuss studies that use directly measured and estimated values for
M31’s tangential motion to do the same. We also discuss the im-
plications of these orbital histories on M33’s satellite population
and argue that the number of satellites discovered around M33 can
narrow the potential solutions for M33’s orbital history.
4.1 M33’s Morphologically Motivated Orbital History
Two recent studies have used the past orbit of M33 to find an ex-
planation for its current morphology. Here we are only referring to
the morphology in the outer regions of M33’s disks. Knowledge
of a warp in the outer HI disk of M33 was first reported in Rogstad
et al. (1976) and later by Corbelli & Schneider (1997); Putman et al.
(2009); Corbelli et al. (2014); Kam et al. (2017). While Rogstad
et al. (1976); Corbelli & Schneider (1997) both concluded that the
tidal force from M31 was not strong enough to induce this warp,
more recent studies have revisited these claims.
For example, P09 showed that the gaseous M33 warp extends
to nearly 22 kpc from the galaxy’s center. As a result, they explore
the possibility of a tidal interaction between M33 and M31 to ex-
plain such features by integrating orbits backwards in time. In the
absence of a measurement for M31’s tangential velocity compo-
nents, they explore a range between -200 km s−1 and 200 km s−1.
For distances to M31 and M33, they adopt 770 kpc and 794 kpc,
respectively. An M31 virial mass > 2.5 × 1012 M at z = 0 that
decreases exponentially as a function of redshift is used throughout
the P09 analysis. M33 is treated as a point mass of ∼ 1010 M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Figure 3. The predicted number of resolved stars per M33 satellite as a function of g-band magnitude. The black lines and gray shaded regions show the number
of resolved stars for satellites of different masses or MV across the range of M33 distances considered in this work. The blue line and hashed region indicates
the number of resolved stars expected for a satellite of MV = −6.7, the measured magnitude of And XXII (M16), corrected for the PAndAS completeness
limits. These calculations assume a [Fe/H]=-2.0 stellar population with an age of 12 Gyr and an IMF power-law slope of -2.0. The black diamond shows the
actual number of red giant branch stars observed in the PAndAS survey (M16). The observed number of And XXII stars is approximately consistent with the
luminosity function predictions.
that evolves in the presence of M31 and the MW, where the MW is
also modeled as a point mass of 1012 M. P09 concludes there is
a 60% probability that M33 and M31 did reach within 100 kpc of
each other about 3 Gyr ago, which yields an M33 tidal radius of 15
kpc. As a result, the tidal and ram pressure forces acting on M33 as
it moves through M31 at a close distance are proposed to give rise
to the asymmetries in M33’s gaseous disk.
A warp in the stellar disk of M33 was discovered by the PAn-
dAS survey (M09). The stellar warp has a similar orientation to
the gaseous warp and extends about 30 kpc from its center. In an
effort to reproduce the stellar morphological features observed in
the PAndAS survey, M09 created a suite of N-body simulations of
the M33-M31 system to search for an orbital history that leads to
a tidal interaction. These simulations aim to reproduce the stellar
morphologies of M33 and M31, so they do not follow the evolution
of neutral gas in either galaxy.
Using over 6 million particles, M33 and M31 are each mod-
eled with a halo, disk and bulge component. The simulations use
total masses of 2.56 × 1012 M and 8.27 × 1010 M for M31
and M33 respectively. The tangential velocity of M31 had yet to
be measured, so a range of plausible velocities were explored to
match the present day position and velocity of M33 in addition to
the morphological features (see also Chapman et al. 2013). M09
finds several representative orbits of an M33-M31 encounter, one
of which suggests that a pericentric passage at 55 kpc about 3 Gyr
ago achieves the desired kinematics and observed features. Both
the gaseous and stellar M33 warps can be accounted for by M09
and P09’s proposed orbits, which together suggest M33 completed
a pericentric passage at < 100 kpc in the last 3 Gyr.
Interestingly, a pericentric approach as close as 50 kpc could
strongly truncate or perhaps destroy the gaseous disk of M33 (see
Salem et al. 2015, for a study of the LMC’s disk as it moves through
the MW’s circumgalactic medium), but this is not evident in HI ob-
servations of M33. Dobbs et al. (2018) have also shown that M33’s
flocculent spiral pattern and velocity field as seen in HI are repro-
ducible in simulations through gravitational instabilities in the stars
and gas alone, further supporting that an interaction is not required.
4.1.1 Implications for M33’s Predicted Satellite Population
If M33 has already completed a pericentric passage about M31
in the last 3 Gyr, M31 could have tidally stripped satellites from
M33’s halo. These stripped satellites may appear to be satellites of
M31 today. The strength of tidal forces depends directly on the dis-
tance between the two galaxies when M33 is at pericenter. In this
section we explore how many satellites would survive a pericentric
passage at a range of pericenter distances. Note that these calcula-
tions assume that all satellites outside of the calculated tidal radius
are completely stripped from M33 and more detailed simulations
of these scenarios should be explored.
The tidal radius is computed following Eq. 3 of van den Bosch
et al. (2018), which models both the host and satellite galaxy as
extended objects:
rt = rperi
[
m(rt)/Mhost(rperi)
2− dlnM
dlnR
|R
]1/3
. (4)
M33 is approximated as a Plummer sphere (Plummer 1911)
with a total mass of 2.5 × 1011 M and a scale length of 20 kpc.
M31 has been approximated as an NFW halo (Navarro et al. 1996)
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Table 3. The tidal radius of M33 at three different pericentric distances: 50
kpc, 100 kpc, and 150 kpc from M31. All tidal radii are calculated assuming
a virial mass of 2.5× 1011 M and scale length of 20 kpc for M33 where
M33 is represented as a Plummer sphere. M31 is modeled as an NFW halo
with masses of 1.5×1012 M (2×1012 M) and concentrations of 9.56
(9.36). The final row gives the fraction of the tidal radius volume relative to
the virial volume of M33, suggesting that if satellites outside of rtidal are
stripped, very few are expected to remain bound to M33.
rperi MM31(rperi) rtidal
V(rtidal)
V(rvir)
[kpc] [1011 M] [kpc]
50 3.6 (4.2) 29.2 (26.9) 0.05
100 7.0 (8.6) 52.6 (48.8) 0.16
150 9.7 (12) 73.1 (67.8) 0.30
and we consider two different masses: 1.5×1012 M with concen-
tration cvir ≡ rvir/rs = 9.56 and 2× 1012 M with cvir = 9.36.
For pericentric distances of 50 kpc, 100 kpc, and 150 kpc, we have
listed the corresponding tidal radii in Table 3 along with M31’s
mass enclosed at that distance and the fraction of the volume within
the tidal radius relative to the virial radius.
For a pericentric approach at 50 kpc, only satellites in the inner
5% of M33’s virial volume are expected to remain bound after such
an encounter4. This yields a tidal radius of 27-29 kpc depending
on the mass of M31. From the results in Tables 1 and 2 only one
to two satellites on average are expected to be in a survey radius
of ∼30 kpc that reaches the same photometric depth as PAndAS
(MV ∼ −6.5; M∗ = 104 − 105 M). PAndAS surveyed a larger
area but only one potential M33 companion was identified.
At a pericentric passage of 100 kpc, only satellites within 49-
53 kpc (16% of the virial volume) of M33 are estimated to be bound
today. This yields two to four satellites with M∗ between 104 M
and 105 M in a circular area with a radius of ∼50 kpc. For a
wider pericentric approach of 150 kpc, a tidal radius of 68-73 kpc
yields an average of three to six satellites at these detection limits.
Fainter M33 satellites (M∗ ∼ 103 M) are also predicted to exist
within these proposed survey radii, but deeper observations would
be necessary to robustly detect such faint objects.
If a total of approximately four or more satellites (M∗ &
104 M) are discovered and furthermore confirmed as true M33
satellites (i.e. through proper motion analysis), a recent, close (<
100 kpc) tidal encounter (M09, P09, Semczuk et al. 2018) is un-
likely under the assumption that the D17 predictions are correct
since only one or two satellites are estimated to survive such a close
interaction.
4.2 M33’s Orbital History Using its Current Space Motion
4.2.1 Orbits Using Direct M31 Proper Motion Measurement
Section 4.1 summarizes M33 orbital histories that aimed to recon-
struct the observed morphological structure of the M31-M33 sys-
tem. P17A computed the orbital history for M33 around M31 using
only the current space motion of both galaxies. Such calculations
still require assumptions for the mass of both galaxies, however, the
focus is shifted to the most statistically common orbital histories for
M33. These calculations are made possible by direct measurement
of M31’s proper motion using the HST (Sohn et al. 2012; van der
4 In this section, “bound" refers to whether a satellite can escape the influ-
ence of M33’s gravitational potential due to M31’s tidal forces.
Marel et al. 2012a). Sohn et al. (2012) presents the direct measure-
ment from three fields of data. van der Marel et al. (2012a) corrects
the HST measurement for the internal motion of M31, viewing per-
spective, and weights this measurement with several indirect meth-
ods discussed in van der Marel & Guhathakurta (2008). Both HST
derived measurements yield similar M33 orbits (see P17A for more
details).
P17A follows a similar methodology to P09 to compute M33’s
orbit. A three component analytic potential is adopted for M31
but M33 is approximated by a Plummer sphere rather than a point
mass. The latter is necessary to approximate the effects of dynami-
cal friction accurately. Rather than choosing just one mass for either
galaxy, a range of masses is explored resulting in six different M31-
M33 mass combinations. M33’s mass range is set by the dynamical
mass estimate on the low end and extends up to masses predicted
by AM relations. This results in a range from 5 − 25 × 1010 M
(Corbelli & Salucci 2000; Guo et al. 2011). For M31, virial masses
of 1.5−2×1012 M are considered, similar to our tidal radius cal-
culations. Note that these M31 masses are lower than those adopted
in both M09 and P09.
Using the 6D phase space information derived from proper
motions of both galaxies, 10,000 orbits are calculated for each mass
combination. The 10,000 orbits encompass measurements errors in
the distances to M33 and M31, their proper motions, and the mea-
surement errors in the solar quantities, which are used to correct for
a galactocentric reference frame (van der Marel et al. 2012a). Less
than 1% of all orbits achieve a pericentric passage within 100 kpc
of M31 during the last 3 Gyr, regardless of M33 mass. If the mass
of M31 is increased to > 2 × 1012 M, this increases to a few
percent of orbits. Instead, most orbital solutions favor a scenario
where M33 is on its first infall into M31’s halo (like the Magellanic
Clouds in the Milky Way; Besla et al. 2007), or it is on a long pe-
riod orbit where its last pericentric passage was about 6 Gyr ago at
a distance of ∼ 100 kpc from M31. These solutions are in agree-
ment with other dynamical studies of LG galaxies (Shaya & Tully
2013; van der Marel et al. 2012b).
All calculations assume a distance of ∼ 800 kpc to M33,
which corresponds to a separation of about 200 kpc between M33
and M31. Higher M33 distance (U et al. 2009) measurements
would suggest larger separations between M33 and M31 (in ex-
cess of 220 kpc). Larger separations provide further support for a
first infall scenario. In the event of a long period orbit, higher M33
distances suggest that the pericenter occurred closer to 5.5 Gyr ago
or that their separation at pericenter was > 100 kpc. The orbits of
cosmological M33 analogs in P17A that completed a pericentric
passage about their host (∼77% of the sample) exhibited average
infall times tinf = 3.9 ± 2.1 Gyr and a wide range of average
distances at pericenter where rperi = 89.8± 60.2 kpc.
4.2.2 Orbits Using M31 Proper Motion Estimates
The P17A models use the M31 proper motion measurement from
van der Marel et al. (2012a), but other values have also been
reported through indirect methods. Salomon et al. (2016, here-
after S16) inferred M31’s proper motion using the one-dimensional
kinematics of its satellites. This yields an M33 orbital history in
which it makes a pericentric approach in the last 2-3 Gyr, but only
at distances of 140-175 kpc on average (P17A). At these separa-
tions, it is not likely that M31 can induce any strong tidal features
such as the warps seen in M33’s disks.
More recently, Semczuk et al. (2018) has explored the range
of relative velocity vectors derived from the S16 M31 proper mo-
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tion estimates. Similar to our P17A analysis, Semczuk et al. (2018)
conclude that the van der Marel et al. (2012a) M31 proper motion
measurement does not favor a recent tidal interaction between M33
and M31. They instead focus on the S16 results, which are more
likely to result in a recent encounter between the galaxies within
the estimated error space. By varying the initial magnitude and di-
rection of the S16 velocity vector, Semczuk et al. (2018) recovers
orbits with pericentric distances < 100 kpc in the last 2 Gyr, settling
on a fiducial orbit with a pericentric distance of 37 kpc at 2.7 Gyr
from the start of their simulation. Note that this distance at peri-
center is even smaller than that suggested by both P09 and M09. It
is also closer than the predicted pericentric distance for the LMC
relative to the MW (Besla et al. 2007).
Using this fiducial orbit, Semczuk et al. (2018) run an addi-
tional N-body/SPH simulation of the M33-M31 system and repro-
duce features similar to the gaseous warps and stellar streams in
M33 only when an M31 hot halo is included. While Semczuk et al.
(2018) perform a thorough analysis of the S16 M31 proper mo-
tion error space, the S16 errors are about twice as large as those
in van der Marel et al. (2012a). The relative velocity vector corre-
sponding to the best match projection in neutral hydrogen is 1-2σ
in each component from the average S16 results and up to 4-5σ
from the van der Marel et al. (2012a) values. Such discrepancies
in the orbital history of M33 clearly demonstrate the need for ad-
ditional direct measurements of M31’s proper motion. Third epoch
measurements with HST may be able to provide a factor of two to
three improvement for M31’s tangential velocity.
Independent proper motions for M33 and M31 have already
been measured with Gaia DR2 (Gaia Collaboration et al. 2018; van
der Marel et al. 2018). These results agree with the van der Marel
et al. (2012a) M31 results at < 1σ. For M33, the Gaia DR2 proper
motion is in agreement with the VLBA Brunthaler et al. (2005)
proper motion at the 1σ level. The Gaia DR2 proper motions are an
independent consistency check that the previously measured M33
and M31 proper motions are accurate. When the M31 DR2+HST
weighted average and the M33 DR2+VLBA weighted average are
used to compute the orbital history of M33 similar to P17A, a first
infall scenario is unanimously preferred.
4.2.3 Implications for M33’s Predicted Satellite Population
In Section 4.1.1, we conclude that the discovery of four or more
confirmed satellites could suggest a close tidal interaction between
M33 and M31 (M09, P09, Semczuk et al. 2018) is unlikely, leaving
only a long-period orbit or first infall scenario (P17A).
If M33 made its closest approach to M31 around 6 Gyr ago at
a distance of 100 kpc, some tidal stripping would be expected and
this could reduce the number of bound M33 satellites observed to-
day (see Section 4.1). Only two to four surviving satellites are pre-
dicted to remain bound to M33 in such circumstances. Recall that
the interaction history between M33 and M31 is typically used to
explain M33’s morphology. If M33 experienced a pericentric pas-
sage at larger distances (> 100 kpc) as suggested in P17A, tidal
interactions alone are unlikely to be the origin of M33’s warps. In-
teractions between satellites of M33 and M33 must therefore be in-
voked. Our calculations confirm that M33 would retain a fraction of
its satellite population in these orbital scenarios and subsequently
that tidal forces owing to M31 plus interactions with satellites could
lead to its current morphological asymmetries. These conclusions
do not account for the potential relaxation of the gaseous and stellar
disk after this type of tidal interaction, thus simulations should be
carried out to determine how long-lived such features are on aver-
age relative to a 6 Gyr orbital period.
If M33 is on first infall and has evolved in isolation for a ma-
jority of its lifetime, its satellite population is expected to be almost
fully intact. A full virial volume survey could result in four to eight
satellite galaxies withM∗ = 104−105 M if the D17 predictions
hold. Up to seven additional, fainter satellites (M∗ < 104 M)
may also be detected with a survey reaching greater photometric
depth than PAndAS. Due to the higher concentration of satellites
in the inner region of M33’s halo, even a 100 kpc survey radius
(twice that of the PAndAS survey) is expected to yield & 90% of
the predicted M33 satellite population.
Greater than four M33 satellite candidates would provide fur-
ther evidence for a first infall scenario. On the other hand, a defi-
ciency of satellites may confirm a recent, pericentric approach of
M33 around M31. Alternatively, it could suggest that the D17B
methodology needs revision. Recall that the determination of lumi-
nous satellites from dark subhalos is sensitive to theM∗−Mhalo re-
lationship and the effects of suppressed star formation due to reion-
ization. Different AM models or a modification of the reionization
implementation may alter the resulting satellite population. Finally,
the ΛCDM cosmology itself could be flawed and perhaps other
types of dark matter (i.e. warm, hot, self-interacting) may need to
be considered.
5 DISCUSSION
The predictions provided in this work represent the number of satel-
lites expected around an LMC or M33-mass host at z = 0 after
accounting for the accretion history and the potential group pre-
processing that may have taken place prior to infall (see Wetzel
et al. 2015). M33 could have up to 15 satellites down to a limiting
magnitude of MV = −3 today according to the GK17 AM model
in D17B. A more recent study suggests that LMC-mass hosts could
have ∼25 surviving satellites down to MV = −3 if reionization
occurred at z ∼ 6 (Bose et al. 2018), indicating that these predic-
tions strongly depend on the choice of AM method and the time of
reionization.
Simulations are also known for the over-disruption of sub-
halos owing to numerical effects associated with simulation soft-
ening length choices in cosmological simulations (van den Bosch
& Ogiya 2018) and tidal effects due to the presence of a galac-
tic disk (Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2017b). AM techniques are cali-
brated against simulations to match with observations and incorpo-
rate such inaccuracies in the M∗−Mhalo relationship itself. These
processes are not expected to underestimate the satellite population
for a single AM technique, but may add additional variation to this
type of analysis across many AM methods.
Additionally, the cosmological zoom simulations used in the
D17 formalism and Bose et al. (2018) do not include baryonic
physics, but the co-evolution of baryons and dark matter is known
to impact the abundance and properties of dark matter substructures
(e.g. Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2017b; Dolag et al. 2009; Brooks &
Zolotov 2014; Wetzel et al. 2016; Sawala et al. 2017). For exam-
ple, Garrison-Kimmel et al. (2017b) and Sawala et al. (2017) have
recently studied the impact of baryons in cosmological zoom sim-
ulations of MW-like halos using different prescriptions for star for-
mation and feedback and both studies conclude that the dark mat-
ter only simulations overpredict the number of subhalos within 300
kpc of the simulated MW-like halos by factors of 1.2-1.5 relative to
the full hydrodynamical simulation counterparts. This difference is
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largely attributed to the gravitational influence of the host galaxy’s
disk. Within 50 kpc of the host, subhalos counts are overpredicted
by a factor of 1.75-2 (Sawala et al. 2017) or 3-4 (Garrison-Kimmel
et al. 2017b).
If the same disparity holds for halo masses an order of magni-
tude less massive (∼ 1011 M), the subhalo populations for galax-
ies like M33 would also be overpredicted by similar amounts. The
subhalo counts themselves determine the SHMF and are impor-
tant for establishing abundance matching relations between obser-
vations and simulations, but the time of reionization and how it
is implemented also plays a key role in determining which of the
subhalos host luminous satellites. As a result, an overabundance of
subhalos in dark matter only simulations does not directly correlate
to an overprediction of luminous halos. While the combination of
these effects may affect the number of predicted satellites around
galaxies like M33, it is unclear by exactly how much once both
numerical effects and contributions from baryonic physics are rec-
onciled and this should be studied in further detail.
Regardless of these phenomena, if M33 is just now reaching
the closest distance to M31 ever, it is likely to have been host to
more satellites prior to infall than these studies suggest. Below,
we discuss the satellites of satellites hierarchy, its implications for
the merger history and morphological evolution of an M33-mass
galaxy, and the mass function of the predicted M33 satellite popu-
lation.
5.1 Implications for Satellites of Satellites
If the M33 orbital history presented in Section 4.2 is correct and
M33 did not have a recent, close tidal interaction with M31, al-
ternate explanations for M33’s gas and stellar disk warps are re-
quired. One potential solution is that satellites themselves could
induce such warping through close interactions, high speed flybys,
collisions, or mergers.
Simulations of discy dwarf galaxy hosts with Mvir = 5.6 ×
1010 M and dark subhalos with 5-20% of the host mass have il-
lustrated that subhalos can alter the kinematics and structure of the
dwarf hosts during interactions (Starkenburg et al. 2016). They find
that dark satellites on radial orbits can especially cause structural
changes in the host galaxy that manifest as asymmetries in both
the gas and stars. For slightly higher mass host halos like M33,
similar processes between dark matter dominated dwarfs or dark
satellites may also lead to morphological features that mimic those
produced by tidal interactions. The mass ratios of such encounters,
however, would have to be low (i.e. halo mass ratios . 1/100) and
at distances that would not perturb the innermost regions of M33’s
gaseous and stellar disks.
For example, Semczuk et al. (2018) provides a basic anal-
ysis of whether And XXII could provide the tidal impact neces-
sary to induce M33’s warps. They conclude that And XXII would
have to reach very close distances (∼5 kpc) to induce such fea-
tures at which point M33’s disk may be affected. We emphasize
that while one close interaction between M33 and a satellite may
not be enough to induce the warps and debris in and around M33,
several interactions with one or more satellites could amount to its
current morphology.
Following ΛCDM hierarchical assembly, M33 should have
experienced several mergers already. The cumulative merger histo-
ries of ∼100 massive satellite galaxy analogs (Mhalo > 1011 M,
P17A) residing in M31-mass halos (0.7 − 3 × 1012 M) in the
lllustris-1 cosmological simulation (Vogelsberger et al. 2014; Nel-
son et al. 2015) show that the median number of galaxy-galaxy
mergers throughout a massive satellite galaxy’s lifetime is 3 ± 1.5
(Rodriguez-Gomez et al. 2015). This excludes any mergers be-
tween galaxies that cannot be traced back to two different friends-
of-friends groups, but it does include all mergers with stellar mass
ratios > 1/10. A floor of ten stellar particles (M∗ ∼ 107 M) for
the smallest progenitor in each merger is imposed, thus these es-
timates will not include merger events involving ultra-faint dwarf
galaxies, for example.
Recent work on dwarf-dwarf mergers has shown that merger
remnants are biased towards larger distances in host galaxy ha-
los since mergers typically occur before infall thereby resulting in
more recent accretion times (Deason et al. 2014). If M33 is indeed
on its first infall into M31’s halo with an accretion time of 2-4 Gyr
ago as suggested in P17A, this picture is consistent with M33’s
current morphology and separation of about 200 kpc from M31, or
beyond half of the virial radius of M31.
Jethwa et al. (2016) have suggested that a total of 70+30−40 satel-
lites between −7 < MV < −1 could have evolved within the
virial radii of either of the Magellanic Clouds prior to infall into
the MW’s halo (see also Drlica-Wagner et al. 2015). If M33 has
a similar or greater halo mass than the LMC, it has likely been
host to tens of satellites throughout its lifetime as well (once the
contribution of satellites associated with an SMC-mass companion
are subtracted). The number of mergers predicted using Illustris-1
plus the number of surviving satellites expected to reside around
an LMC-mass galaxy today (D17B, Bose et al. 2018) are roughly
consistent with the lower limit presented in Jethwa et al. (2016).
5.2 The Lack of Bright M33 Companions
Much of our analysis focuses on satellites in the ultra-faint dwarf
galaxy regime. However, ΛCDM suggests that even host galaxies
with stellar masses comparable to the LMC or M33 should have
fairly smooth satellite mass functions such that they host at least
one M∗ ∼ 106 M satellite, resulting in a three orders of mag-
nitude difference between host and satellite stellar masses at most.
This gap is often referred to as the stellar mass gap statistic (see
Deason et al. 2013).
An M33 satellite of this mass and brightness (M∗ & 106 M
and −9 > MV > −10) would have been detected in surveys such
as SDSS, yet none have been found. If we assume that And XXII
or another satellite of roughly the same stellar mass is M33’s next
most massive satellite, this leads to a four or five orders of magni-
tude difference between the stellar mass of M33 and its brightest
satellite, suggesting that this is possibly a small-scale ΛCDM prob-
lem.
Recently discovered dwarfs around the Large Magellanic
Cloud also lead to a fairly substantial stellar mass gap for the LMC.
There, the difference in the LMC’s stellar mass and that of its next
most massive satellite is almost six orders of magnitude (see D17B
and references within). Unfortunately, the complex orbital history
of the LMC and SMC (i.e. their binary nature and recent infall into
the MW’s halo; see Besla et al. 2007, 2012; Kallivayalil et al. 2013;
Diaz & Bekki 2011) makes it difficult to determine whether this
stellar mass gap is long-lived or if interactions between the Mag-
ellanic Clouds have changed their total satellite populations and
therefore the stellar mass gap characteristic over time.
First results from the MADCASH survey have yielded one
satellite galaxy around NGC 2403, a dwarf spiral at 3.2 Mpc
with about twice the LMC’s stellar mass (Carlin et al. 2016). The
dwarf companion (MADCASH J074238+652501-dw) is estimated
to have a stellar mass of ∼ 105 M and a previously known satel-
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lite, DDO 44 has a stellar mass of approximately 6 × 107 M
(Karachentsev et al. 2013). The presence of DDO 44 leads to only
a two orders of magnitude stellar mass gap for this system, which
is more consistent with ΛCDM expectations. However, Besla et
al. 2018 (submitted) find that less than 1% of isolated dwarf pairs
in both SDSS and cosmological mock catalogs are stellar mass
analogs of the Magellanic Clouds, suggesting that mass gaps of
about one order of magnitude are very uncommon. Further results
from the MADCASH survey will increase the sample of LMC stel-
lar mass hosts and their satellite populations, helping to decipher
whether stellar mass gaps are truly in contention with ΛCDM. A
larger sample may also inform our knowledge of how host environ-
ment may affect the properties and number of satellite companions
around LMC/M33 stellar mass galaxies.
6 CONCLUSIONS
We have tabulated the number of satellites expected to reside within
the virial radius of M33 following the D17 framework to motivate a
concentrated search for M33 satellites beyond the existing PAndAS
survey region. To date, there is only one potential M33 candidate
satellite, And XXII, but it is unclear based on its one-dimensional
kinematics whether And XXII is bound to M31 or M33. A proper
motion measurement for And XXII would make it possible to de-
rive a full orbital history in the combined M31+M33 gravitational
potential and possibly determine if it is a true satellite of M33 or
just another member of the larger M31 system.
The discovery of additional M33 satellites or the lack thereof
could further constrain the orbital history of M33. The common
orbital histories in the literature have different implications for the
M33 satellite system as one (M09, P09, Semczuk et al. 2018) sug-
gests it had a recent tidal interaction with M31 that occurred at close
enough separations to induce warps in M33’s stellar and gaseous
disk and potentially strip satellites away from M33’s halo. On the
other hand, the current space motions of M33 and M31 favor a sce-
nario where M33 was only recently accreted into M31’s halo and
is moving towards its first pericenter or a scenario in which M33
already completed its first pericentric passage around M31 at about
6 Gyr ago and at separations &100 kpc (P17A, van der Marel et al.
2018). If M33 is on its first infall, its satellites are expected to re-
main bound and the satellites themselves may explain M33’s mor-
phology. A wide pericentric passage may strip away some outer
M33 satellites but a majority of the satellites are still expected to
remain dynamically stable.
While a survey encompassing the full virial area of M33 on
the sky that reaches the same depth as the PAndAS survey would
provide the most complete picture of the M33 satellite population,
a survey of this magnitude would not be trivial. A survey extend-
ing to 100 kpc in projection from the center of M33 (or twice the
PAndAS survey radius), however, would yield up to eleven M33
satellites on average withM∗ ≥ 103 M (or about five satellites at
the PAndAS photometric limits) if the D17 predictions are correct.
This is approximately ∼90% of the total predicted M33 satellite
population. The PAndAS survey area already observed about 50%
of this region, so a ground-based imager like HSC with a 1.5◦ field
of view diameter would need to observe about 50 fields of new data.
In the era of WFIRST, this proposed survey would be a small pro-
gram requiring about 224 fields and short exposure times of about
36 seconds each.
We conclude that the discovery of four or more new M33
satellites would strongly disfavor the recent, close tidal interaction
scenario. Greater numbers of satellites would provide further evi-
dence of a first infall scenario or a long-period orbit at larger peri-
centric distances. Upwards of about six M33 candidate satellites
would permit only a first infall scenario for M33 given the mea-
sured positions and velocities of M33 and M31.
In addition to dwarf satellite galaxies, extending the PAndAS
survey region may also result in the discovery of additional globular
clusters. Studies of the inner (< 10 kpc; San Roman et al. 2010) and
outer (10-50 kpc; Cockcroft et al. 2011) regions of M33 concluded
M33 has a much lower globular cluster surface density than M31,
especially in its outermost regions. These results suggest that some
M33 globular clusters may have been accreted by M31 through re-
cent tidal interactions or that M33’s accretion history is calmer than
M31’s, which could mean it evolved in a more isolated, low density
environment. The latter would also support a first infall scenario for
M33.
The disparity between the orbital histories presented in M09,
P09, and Semczuk et al. (2018) compared to P17A and van der
Marel et al. (2018) leads to further discussions on the history of
the larger M31 system. For example, a first infall scenario for M33
suggests that it entered M31’s halo around the same time that the
progenitor of M31’s Giant Southern Steam was moving towards
the center of M31 for the first time (Ibata et al. 2004; Font et al.
2006; Fardal et al. 2006). The implications of two massive satellites
entering the halo of an M31-mass galaxy have yet to be explored
and will be the topic of future work.
Additional deep surveys of M33 and LMC stellar mass
analogs residing within the halos of intermediate mass galaxies like
the MW and M31 will further our understanding of satellite pop-
ulations around low mass host galaxies in the era of WFIRST and
LSST. These data will also allow us to comment further on whether
the lack of bright companions around M33 is a true obstacle for
ΛCDM. Since approximately one-third of all MW-mass halos host
a massive satellite like the LMC or M33 (P17A, Boylan-Kolchin
et al. 2011; Tollerud et al. 2011b; Robotham et al. 2012), the ‘satel-
lites of satellites’ phenomena is an intriguing way to increase our
understanding of the faint end of the galaxy luminosity function
overall.
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